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In this review, we summarize current understandings of black hole solutions in vari-
ous braneworld models, including the Arkani-Hamed-Dimopoulos-Dvali model, the Randall-
Sundrum (RS) models, Karch-Randall (KR) model and the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati model.
After illustrating basic properties of each braneworld model, we introduce the bulk/brane
correspondence in the RS and KR braneworld models, adding supporting evidence for it.
We then summarize the studies on braneworld black hole solutions, which consist of con-
structing exact or approximate solutions and investigating the phase diagram of solutions.
In the study of phase diagram, we will also expound the implications of the bulk/brane
correspondence to the braneworld black holes.
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§1. Introduction
Contemporary candidates of quantum gravity, such as string theory or M-theory,
predict that our spacetime is higher-dimensional even though we observe seemingly
four-dimensional world. To reconcile this apparent conflict in the spacetime dimen-
sionality, we have to introduce some mechanisms into the spacetime structure. One
of such mechanisms is the Kaluza-Klein (KK) compactification,1), 2) in which extra
dimensions are manifestly compactified into a finite size manifold. Another one is
the braneworld model, which we will focus on in this review.
A braneworld models is composed of higher-dimensional bulk spacetime and
lower-dimensional brane in it. Standard model particles are confined onto the brane
but gravity is allowed to propagate in the bulk. These models are partly motivated
by string theory in the following sense. In string theory, membrane-like solutions
emerge as a result of string condensation. Open strings attached on this membrane
will behave as matter fields confined on it. Closed strings, on the other hand, can
freely move away from the brane, and will behave as graviton propagating in the
bulk. The braneworld models will capture gravitational aspect of such membrane-
like solutions.
Since graviton propagates in the bulk and then the gravity in this model is higher-
dimensional, we need some mechanisms to recover the four-dimensional gravity on
the brane. The simplest way would be cutting off the extra dimensions in a manner
similar to the Kaluza-Klein compactification. In the Arkani-Hamed-Dimopoulos-
Dvali (ADD) model,3), 4) the first braneworld model, and in the Randall-Sundrum I
(RS-I) model,5) the four-dimensional gravity is recovered in this way. Second way is
to introduce the so-called warped compactification, with which we can localize the
gravity onto the brane even when the bulk extends infinitely. This mechanism is
used in the Randall-Sundrum II (RS-II) model,6) which is composed of negatively
curved bulk spacetime and a four-dimensional brane with tension. Yet another
way to localize gravity is to manifestly introduce the four-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert action localized on the brane, which is adopted in the Dvali-Gabadadze-
Porrati (DGP) model.7)
These gravity localization mechanisms can be assessed by perturbation analyses
in the weak gravity regime, and indeed they are shown to work well. In the strong
gravity regime, however, it is not clear how the gravity behaves due to complex-
ity of the Einstein equations. Especially, the properties of black hole solutions in
braneworld models are not yet fully understood though much effort has been devoted
to this issue. In this chapter, we will review current understanding about such black
hole solutions in braneworld models.
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As for the RS braneworld model, there is another noteworthy point. Since its
unperturbed bulk spacetime is anti-de Sitter (AdS) space, it is expected that the
AdS/CFT correspondence8), 9) applies also to this model.10), 11) The AdS/CFT cor-
respondence indicates the duality between classical gravity in the bulk and conformal
field theory on the AdS boundary. A novel feature of the duality in the RS model
is that the quantum theory on the boundary couples to gravity, while they are de-
coupled in the original AdS/CFT correspondence. Even though there is no direct
proof for this modified duality so far, a vast number of works are supporting it. This
bulk/brane correspondence in braneworld models will be a topic that we focus on in
this review.
This chapter is organized as follows. We firstly review in §2 the basics of
braneworld models, such as their geometrical structure and properties of weak grav-
ity on it. In §3, we introduce the effective Einstein equations on the brane and the
bulk/brane correspondence in the RS braneworld model. Next, we discuss black
holes in the ADD model in §4, and those in the RS model in §5, mainly focusing
on brane-localized black holes. Since even a numerical solution describing a large
brane-localized black hole in the RS model has not been found so far, we begin
with the predictions derived from the bulk/brane correspondence. After that, we
summarize the progress in studies on the brane-localized black holes and give ar-
guments supporting the predictions. We will also discuss the studies on black hole
solutions in other braneworld models, including the Karch-Randall (KR) model and
the DGP model, in §6. Finally, we will briefly summarize this review and mention
some prospects in §7.
Notations and Conventions
In this chapter, we express the metric in the bulk as gAB with indices A,B, . . . ,
and covariant derivative with respect to gAB as ∇A. Correspondingly, we express
the metric on the brane and covariant derivative with respect to it as γµν and Dµ
with indices µ, ν, . . . . We use indices i, j, . . . for coordinates in the spatial direction
when necessary.
§2. Braneworld models
Braneworld models are higher-dimensional spacetime models in which the stan-
dard model particles are confined on a four-dimensional hypersurface (brane) while
gravity can freely propagate in the higher-dimensional spacetime (bulk) which en-
compass the brane. The first braneworld model is the ADD model with tensionless
brane and compactified flat extra dimensions. Later, this model is extended to the
RS model that consists of non-zero tension branes and a warped, i.e., negatively
curved bulk spacetime. Another variation of braneworld model is to include the
Einstein-Hilbert action localized on the brane, which is called the DGP model. This
model leads to gravity modification in a long distance scale while keeping the ordi-
nary Einstein gravity in a short distance scale.
In this section, we introduce these braneworld models and explain the behaviors
of weak gravity in these models. Starting with a brief introduction of the ADD
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model in §2.1, we explain the RS model in §2.2. We also introduce a variant of the
RS model with an asymptotically AdS brane, which is called the KR model, in §2.3.
Finally, we mention the DGP model in §2.4.
2.1. ADD model
The prototype of current braneworld models is the ADD model,3), 4) which is
composed of a tensionless brane and flat compactified extra dimensions. This model
was introduced to resolve the hierarchy problem between the Planck scale MPl ∼
1019GeV and the electroweak scale MEW ∼ 1TeV (see Refs. 12) and 13) about
particle physics studies in this model, and Ref. 14) about embedding of the model
into string theory).
The action of gravity in (4 + d)-dimensions is assumed to be simply given by
Einstein-Hilbert action
S =
1
16πG4+d
∫
d4x
∫
ddy
√−g R , (2.1)
where R is the curvature scalar in (4+d)-dimensions. As in the case of Kaluza-Klein
compactification, modes which have non-trivial structure in the directions of extra
dimensions are massive. Hence, they are difficult to excite. Neglecting these massive
excitations, we assume that the configuration is homogeneous in y-directions. Under
this assumption, we can integrate over extra dimensions to obtain
S ≈ L
d
16πG4+d
∫
d4x
√
−g(4)R(4) , (2.2)
where g
(4)
µν is the metric on a four-dimensional section, and R(4) is scalar curvature
computed from g
(4)
µν . Ld is the d-dimensional volume of extra dimensions.
Comparing the reduced action (2.2) with the four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert
action, S4D =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√
−g(4)R(4), we find that the effective four-dimensional
Planck mass M4 = G
−1/2
4 is related to the original (4 + d)-dimensional one M4+d =
G
−1/(2+d)
4+d by
M2pl ≈M2+d4+dLd . (2.3)
Then, for M4 ∼ 1019GeV, M4+d is given as M4+d ∼ 10
38−15d
2+d × (0.1mmL ) d2+d GeV,
and M4+d becomes as low as TeV if we set d = 2 and L ∼ 0.1mm. Note that
this relatively large extra dimension scale will not be probed by high energy particle
experiments since the standard model particles are confined on the brane. The model
with d = 1 is already excluded since L must be astrophysical distance scale, while the
models with d ≥ 3 are observationally allowed for a wide range of model parameters.
Since the brane is tensionless in this model, the gravitational property of this model
is similar to that of a KK compactified spacetime. Namely, long distance behavior of
gravity is similar to the four-dimensional one with the effective gravitational coupling
mentioned above, while at a short distance comparable to the size of extra dimensions
the gravity becomes higher-dimensional.
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2.2. RS model
The RS model is a braneworld model composed of branes with tension and a
warped bulk spacetime with a negative cosmological constant. The first model with
a bulk bounded by positive and negative tension branes was introduced in Ref. 5) to
give an alternative viewpoint to the hierarchy problem. Later, another variation of
this model was proposed, in which the negative tension brane was sent to infinity.6)
These models are called the RS-I and RS-II models, respectively. We will explain
basic features of gravity in these models below.
2.2.1. RS-I model
The unperturbed background of the RS-I model is composed of a five-dimensional
AdS bulk bounded by a positive tension brane located on the AdS boundary side
and a negative tension brane on the other side. Its action is given by
SRS-I =
1
16πG5
∫
d5x
√−g (R− 2Λ5)
−
∫
dyd4x
√−γ {(λ+ + Lm+)δ (y) + (λ− + Lm−)δ (y − y−)} , (2.4)
where y is the spatial coordinate in the bulk direction, and γMN is four-dimensional
induced metric on y = constant surfaces. The AdS boundary is at y = −∞, and
the brane with positive and negative tension are located at y = 0 and y = y− > 0,
respectively. We impose Z2-symmetry about the branes to the spacetime. In other
words, we require that the spacetime has reflection symmetry about the branes. L±
is the Lagrangian of the matter fields localized on the respective branes. The bulk
spacetime is characterized by its curvature length ℓ, which is related to the five-
dimensional cosmological constant Λ5 by Λ5 = −6/ℓ2. The brane tensions λ± are
set to
λ+ = −λ− = 3
4πG5ℓ
(2.5)
so as to be compatible with a four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime on each brane.
Then, the five-dimensional Einstein equations are given by
RMN − 1
2
RgMN = −Λ5gMN − 8πG5
{
(λ+γMN + τ+MN )δ (y)
+(λ−γMN + τ−MN )δ (y − y−)
}
, (2.6)
where τ±MN are the energy momentum tensors of the matter fields localized on the
branes. The delta functions on the right-hand side originate from the terms localized
on the branes. Integrating this equation for an infinitesimal range across the brane,
junction conditions at the brane are obtained as (see also §3.1 for an alternative
derivation) [
K±µν −K±γµν
]+
−
= 8πG5(λ±γµν + τ±µν) , (2.7)
where K±µν ≡ −γ Mµ γ Nν ∇Ms±N is the extrinsic curvature and sM± are the unit normal
vectors of the respective branes. The notation [f(y)]+− represents f(y → yb + 0) −
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f(y → yb − 0) with yb being the location of the brane. A simplest solution to these
equations is given by
ds2 = e2|y−y−|/ℓηµνdx
µdxν + dy2 , (2.8)
where ηµν is four-dimensional Minkowski metric. Since the standard model particles
are supposed to be confined on the negative tension brane, we normalized the warp
factor e2|y−y−|/ℓ so as to be unity there.
Notice that the above solution (2.8) remains to be a solution even if the four-
dimensional Minkowski metric ηµν is replaced with any metric that solves the four-
dimensional vacuum Einstein equations. Hence, substituting this simple metric
form (the one with ηµν replaced with a generic four-dimensional metric), the five-
dimensional gravitational action is reduced to an effective four-dimensional one.
From this reduction, we can easily read that the effective four-dimensional Planck
mass M4 = G
−1/2
4 is related to the five-dimensional one M5 = G
−1/3
5 as
M24 = ℓM
3
5
(
e2y−/ℓ − 1
)
. (2.9)
If we set the brane position at y−/ℓ ∼ 37, the energy scale in five dimensions are
unified as ℓ−1 ∼M5 ∼ 1TeV. Namely, we can absorb the energy hierarchy between
the Planck scale and the electroweak scale into the geometrical hierarchy of O(10) in
the RS-I model. The particle phenomenology in this model was widely discussed.12)
2.2.2. RS-II model
Let us take the limit of sending the negative tension brane to infinity (y− →∞)
in the RS-I model, and suppose that we are living on the positive tension brane.
Then, we obtain a model with one positive tension brane whose unperturbed metric
is given by
ds2 = g
(0)
MNdx
MdxN = e−2|y|/ℓηµνdx
µdxν + dy2 =
ℓ2
(|z|+ ℓ)2
(
ηµνdx
µdxν + dz2
)
,
(2.10)
b
ra
n
e
z=
∞
z=
∞
Fig. 1. Conformal diagram of the RS model.
where we introduced a conformal coor-
dinate z ≡ sign(y)ℓ(e|y|/ℓ − 1). In this
case the effective four-dimensional Planck
mass is given by M24 = ℓM
3
5 (or equiva-
lently G4 = G5/ℓ), and then this model is
not useful to solve the hierarchy problem.
An interesting point of this model is
that the higher-dimensional gravity is ef-
fectively confined around the brane, al-
though the extra dimension is infinitely
extending. The conformal diagram of this
spacetime is depicted in Fig. 1. Thanks to
the warping of the bulk spacetime and so-called volcano type gravitational potential
due to the brane, which is given by Eq. (2.13) below, the five-dimensional gravity
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is localized on the brane and an approximate four-dimensional gravity is realized on
it. This perturbative analysis on the gravity in the RS model was done in Ref. 15).
It is convenient to work in the so-called RS gauge, which is defined for the metric
perturbation hMN ≡ gMN − g(0)MN by
hzz = 0 = hµz , h
ν
µ ,ν = 0 , h
µ
µ = 0 . (2.11)
In this gauge, the equation of motion for the metric perturbation is simply given by[−∂2z + V (z)]ψµν = ηρλ∂ρ∂λψµν , (2.12)
where ψµν ≡
√
|z|+ ℓ hµν and
V (z) =
15
4 (|z|+ ℓ)2 − 3ℓ
2δ (z) . (2.13)
Separating the variables as ψµν ∝ uˆm(z)eikλxλ, we obtain an eigenvalue equation[−∂2z + V (z)] uˆm(z) = m2uˆm(z) , (2.14)
where m2 = −kµkµ is the effective four-dimensional mass of the mode uˆm(z). The
general solution that satisfies Z2-symmetry about the brane is given in terms of the
Bessel functions as
uˆm(z) = Nm
√
|z|+ ℓ [J1(mℓ)Y2{m(|z|+ ℓ)}− Y1(mℓ)J2{m(|z|+ ℓ)}] , (2.15)
where Nm ≡ (m/2)1/2
{
J1(mℓ)
2 + Y1(mℓ)
2
}−1/2
is the normalization constant which
is determined from the requirement 2
∫∞
ℓ uˆm(z)uˆm′(z)dz = δ(m − m′). Besides
these modes, there is a discrete mass spectrum at m2 = 0 with the wave function
uˆ0(z) = ℓ(|z|+ ℓ)−3/2, which is called “zero mode”. This zero mode wave function is
nodeless. Since Eq. (2.14) is an eigenvalue equation of Schro¨dinger type, the nodeless
solution is the mode with the lowest eigenvalue. Therefore there is no bound state
with m2 < 0.
From these mode functions, we obtain Green’s function for −∂2z + V (z) as
Gˆ(x, z,x′, z′)
= −
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫
d4k
(2π)4
eikµ(x
µ−x′µ)
[
uˆ0(z)uˆ0(z
′)
k2 − (ω + iǫ)2 +
∫ ∞
0
dm
uˆm(z)uˆm′(z
′)
m2 + k2 − (ω + iǫ)2
]
,
(2.16)
and the Green function for hµν is given by G = ℓ(|z|+ ℓ)−1/2(|z′|+ ℓ)−1/2Gˆ. In the
RS gauge, however, the brane moves from its original position when gravitational
sources exist on the brane. To obtain the induced metric on the brane, we have to
transform the coordinates into the the ones in which the brane is located at y¯ = 0,
where bar “ ¯ ” is associated for the distinction from the quantities in the original
coordinates. We further require h¯zz = 0 = h¯zµ, and we conventionally call them
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Gaussian-normal coordinates. Then, we obtain the induced metric components for
a spherical source of mass M on the brane as15)
h¯tt =
2G4M
r
(
1 +
2ℓ2
3r2
)
, h¯ij =
2G4M
r
(
1 +
ℓ2
3r2
)
δij . (2.17)
This h¯tt is nothing but the modified Newton potential for the source M . The metric
perturbation in the bulk generated by a static source on the brane is summarized
by15)
G(x, z,x′, 0) ≃ − ℓ
8πz2
2r2 + 3z2
(r2 + z2)3/2
, (2.18)
which implies that the metric perturbation in the asymptotic region behaves as
O(r−1) for a large r and O(z−3) for a large z.
2.3. KR model
We saw that the five-dimensional gravity is localized onto the brane in the RS-
II model due to the bulk spacetime warping. Karch and Randall found that this
feature persists even when the brane tension is detuned and the four-dimensional
spacetime on the brane becomes asymptotically AdS spacetime. This model with
asymptotically AdS branes was firstly proposed as an extension of the RS-II model in
Ref. 16), and its embedding to the string theory was discussed later in Refs. 17)–20).
We briefly explain this KR braneworld model below.
Starting with the RS-II model, we decrease the brane tension as
λ =
3(1 + δ)
4πG5ℓ
, (2.19)
with δ < 0. Then, the unperturbed five-dimensional metric for this model becomes
ds2 =
ℓ2
L2 sin2 {(|z|+ z0)/L}
(
γµνdx
µdxν + dz2
)
,
γµνdx
µdxν = −
(
1 +
r2
L2
)
dt2 +
dr2
1 + r
2
L2
+ r2dΩII , (2.20)
where z0 ≡ L arcsin(ℓ/L) and the brane is located at z = 0. The warp factor
ℓ/L sin{(|z|+z0)/L} is chosen so that it becomes unity on the brane. The coordinate
z varies in the range 0 ≤ |z| < πL− z0. An effective negative cosmological constant
Λ4D = −3/L2 = 3(2δ+δ2)/ℓ2 arises on the brane, and hence the unperturbed induced
metric on the brane is given by four-dimensional AdS space with the curvature length
L.
For |z| ≪ z0, the warp factor in Eq. (2.20) is approximated as
ℓ
L sin {(|z|+ z0) /L} ≃
ℓ
l + cos (z0/L) |z| , (2
.21)
which is essentially the same as that of the RS-II model in Eq. (2.10). Such a
region with |z| ≪ z0 is responsible for four-dimensional gravity on the brane on
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scales shorter than L, thus we may expect that the confinement of the gravity also
occurs in the KR model if we focus on such shorter scale. This naive expectation
can be confirmed by the analysis parallel to the RS-II case. Let us consider the
transverse-traceless perturbation of the background metric (2.20) defined by hMN ≡
gMN − g(0)MN and hzz = 0 = hµz, Dνhνµ = 0 and hµµ = 0, where Dµ is the covariant
derivative with respect to γµν . Then, the linearized equations of motion become[−∂2z + V (z)]ψµν = m2ψµν with
V (z) = − 9
4L2
+
15
4L2 sin2 {(|z|+ z0) /L}
− 3
√
L2 − ℓ2
ℓL
δ(z) , (2.22)
where ψµν ≡ [L sin{(|z| + z0)/L}]1/2 hµν . The shape of the potential is quite different
from the RS-II case. The potential decreases for (|z| + z0)/L < π/2 as we move
away from the brane, but it turns to increase for (|z| + z0)/L > π/2. Hence, the
spectrum of eigenvalues m2 becomes totally discrete. If we neglect the presence
of the boundary at z = 0 (dropping the delta function in the left-hand side), we
find that eigenvalues are given by m2 = n(n + 3)/L2 (n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ). The delta
function in Eq. (2.22) imposes a boundary condition on ψµν(z) at the brane, which is
given by ψ′µν(z) = −3
√
L2 − ℓ2ψµν(z)/2ℓL. One finds that imposing this boundary
condition does not change the above eigenvalues significantly. As in the RS-II model,
hµν proportional to the squared warp factor satisfies the equations of motion with
m2 = 0, including the junction condition at z = 0. However, in the present case,
this function is divergent at (|z| + z0)/L = π, and hence it is not normalizable. By
imposing the normalizability, we find that the mass eigenvalue is shifted from zero.
We present a way how to roughly estimate this mass shift. We consider the
region (|z| + z0)/L . π/2 and denote the z-dependent part of the wave function as
ψ++ δψ, where ψ+ is the function corresponding to hµν proportional to the squared
warp factor, i.e., ψ+ ≈ (|z| + z0)−3/2ψˆ+, and δψ is the deviation from it. The green
function for [−∂2z +V (z)] is given by G(z, z′) ≈ {ψ+(z)ψ−(z′)− ψ−(z)ψ+(z′)}Θ(z−
z′)/W , where ψ− ≈ (|z| + z0)5/2 is the other independent solution for m2 = 0,
W = ψ′−ψ+ − ψ′+ψ− and Θ(z) is the step function. Then, assuming m2 to be small,
δψ which satisfies
[−∂2z + V (z)] δψ = m2ψ+ can be evaluated perturbatively as
δψ(z) ≈ m
2
W
[
ψ+
∫ z
0
dz′ ψ−ψ+ − ψ−
∫ z
0
dz′ ψ2+
]
≈ m2ψˆ+z5/2z−20 , (2.23)
where we used the fact that the second term in the square brackets dominates.
Without the contribution of δψ, the solution turns to increase for (|z|+z0)/L > π/2,
and it become unnormalizable. In order to avoid this, δψ should be as large as ψ+
at |z| + z0 ≈ πL/2. This requires m2ψˆ+L5/2ℓ−2 ≈ ψˆ+L−3/2, where we used z0 ≈ ℓ
for L≫ ℓ. Thus, we finally obtain m ∼ O(ℓ/L2).
This “almost zero mode” with mass m ∼ O(ℓ/L2) serves as the four-dimensional
graviton at a small distance scale. The effect of a small mass in four-dimensional AdS
spacetime can be estimated by considering a massive scalar field with a static source
placed at the origin, which satisfies the equation [r−2∂r(1 + r
2/L2)r2∂r − m2]φ =
δ3(x). The solution with m2 = 0 will be given by φ0 ≈ A/r3 for r ≫ L, where the
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z
dS brane
(a) RS model with de Sitter
brane
z
Z2 sym.
flat brane
(b) RS-II model
z
“throat”AdS brane
(c) KR model
Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) the RS model with de Sitter brane, (b) the RS-II model and (c) the KR
model in the Poincare´ coordinates.
constant amplitude A is irrelevant for our current discussion. Solving the first order
correction due to the small mass iteratively, we easily obtain φ1 ≈ m2L2A log r/r3.
Comparing φ0 and φ1, we find that the mass effect becomes important only when
log r & 1/m2L2. Since the proper radial distance in AdS is given by ≈ L log r, we
conclude that the mass effect appears at the physical length scale longer than L3/ℓ2,
which is much larger than the simple inverse mass scale m−1 ∼ O(L2/ℓ).21) On
the scale beyond L3/ℓ2, the nature of gravity completely deviates from the four-
dimensional one.
In the KR model, the bulk opens up to the AdS boundary and its volume
diverges, if we do not put a second brane to cut off the bulk. Thus, we cannot derive
the effective four-dimensional Planck mass as we did in Eq. (2.9). Reference 21) used
shockwave solutions in the KR model to read it out from spacetime geometry, and
argued that the effective Planck mass runs as M24D ∝ 1 +O(1)
(
ℓ
L
)2 R
L , where R is
the scale of interest. This agrees with the above observation that the non-zero mass
of the “almost zero mode” starts to influence on the scale ≈ L3/ℓ2.
By increasing the brane tension from the RS value, not decreasing as we did
above, we obtain the RS model with asymptotically de Sitter brane. For such a
model, the unperturbed metric is given by Eq. (2.20) with L → iL. As we can see
from this metric, the spatial topology of the brane is S2 and the bulk volume is
finite. Then, the ordinary four-dimensional gravity is recovered thanks to the zero
mode, and correction emerges at high energy scale due to massive KK modes.22)
Such braneworld models de Sitter brane were firstly considered by Refs. 23) and 24),
and have been studied by many authors (see e.g. Refs. 22) or 25)).
2.4. DGP model
The DGP model provides another way to localize four-dimensional graviton onto
the brane.7) The brane in this model has its own four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert
action, which may be induced by e.g. quantum correction of matter fields on the
brane.26) The original DGP model is composed of four-dimensional brane in the
bulk without a higher-dimensional cosmological constant, and its full action is given
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by
SDGP = − 1
16πG5
∫
d5x
√−g R5D −
∫
d4x
√−γ
(
1
16πG4
R4D + Lmatter
)
. (2.24)
The unperturbed background is simply given by five-dimensional Minkowski space
bounded on one side by a four-dimensional Z2-symmetric Minkowski brane.
The basic feature of gravity on the brane in this model can be understood by
investigating an analogous five-dimensional scalar field toy model whose equation of
motion is given by [
G−15 + δ(y)G
−1
4 
(4)
]
φ = δ(y)J, (2.25)
where J is the source term localized on the brane. y is the coordinate in the direction
of the extra dimension, and the brane is located at y = 0. Using the Fourier compo-
nents with respect to four-dimensional coordinates, which are expressed by associat-
ing a tilde “˜”, the equation becomes G−15 (p
2−∂2y)φ˜+δ(y)G−14 p2φ˜ = −δ(y)J˜ , where p
is the four-dimensional momentum parallel to the brane. Integrating the above equa-
tion over an infinitesimal distance across the brane, we obtain −2G−15 ∂yφ˜+G−14 p2φ˜ =
−J˜ . The solution in the bulk that is normalizable is given by φ˜ = φ˜0e−p|y|. Substi-
tuting this into the above equation, we obtain
[
2G−15 p+G
−1
4 p
2
]
φ˜ = −J˜ . Hence, the
propagator behaves like
G˜(p) ∼ 1
p2 + r−1c p
, (2.26)
where rc ≡ G5/2G4 defines the crossover scale for this propagator: the propagator
reduces to an ordinary four-dimensional one in a short distance scale p−1 ≪ rc while
it becomes a five-dimensional one in a long distance scale p−1 ≫ rc.
The graviton propagator in this model has a structure similar to Eq. (2.26),
and then the behavior of gravity is modified in a long distance scale while the four-
dimensional gravity is kept intact in a short distance scale in this model. This
peculiar property of the model brings about many interesting phenomena such as
the self-accelerating cosmology,27)–29) and further motivated some other cosmological
models.30) Many studies on the DGP cosmology showed that the self-accelerating
branch of solutions suffers from the presence of a ghost excitation.31)–36) Here a
ghost means a degree of freedom whose kinetic term has an opposite sign, and it
leads to pair production instability in quantum theory. However, there are also
some arguments that this ghost might be less harmful compared with the other
ghosts.37), 38)
The DGP model is closely related to massive gravity theories.7), 39)–42) At the
linear level, a four-dimensional ghost-free massive gravity theory can be defined by
Sm =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R+
m2g
4
(
hµνhµν − h2
)]
, (2.27)
where mg is the graviton mass and hµν ≡ gµν − g(0)µν is the metric perturbation from
the background metric g
(0)
µν . The quadratic effective action in the DGP model has a
structure similar to this one with mg ∼
√
p/rc, and thus it shares many properties
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with a massive gravity theory. In this regard, the DGP model may be viewed as a
covariant non-linear completion of a massive gravity theory.
In the massive gravity theory defined by Eq. (2.27), non-zero graviton mass alters
the gravitational attraction to be a short-ranged one. A perturbative analysis shows
that the Newton potential in this theory is given by V ∝ e−mgr/r. More striking
effect of the graviton mass in linear perturbation is the discontinuity in the spatial
component of metric perturbation from Minkowski background, which is so-called
van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov (vDVZ) discontinuity.43)–45) Because of this disconti-
nuity, even if we take the massless limit, the light bending around a star is predicted
to be 25% less compared with the Einstein gravity. The perturbative analysis, how-
ever, is known to break down on a short distance scale.46) By solving the Einstein
equation to sub-leading order, one finds that next-to-leading order correction with
respect to rg is given by O
(
rg/m
4
gr
5
)
, where rg is the Schwarzschild radius of the
matter source. Thus, the perturbative expansion with respect to rg breaks down
for r . r∗ ≡
(
rg/m
4
g
)1/5
. This critical length scale r∗ is called the Vainshtein scale.
The perturbative solution will be correct for r ≫ r∗, but the non-linearity plays an
important role on short distance scales r . r∗. The vDVZ discontinuity is thought
to be resolved by the effect of non-linearity, which is called Vainshtein mechanism.
In the DGP model, the graviton mass is roughly given by mg ∼
√
1/rcr, and
then the Vainshtein scale becomes r∗ ∼
(
rgr
2
c
)1/3
. Note that the hierarchy of the
length scales becomes rg ≪ r∗ ≪ rc for an ordinary astrophysical object. The
gravitational field for r ≫ r∗ is well approximated by a linear theory, and non-
linearity must be taken into account for r . r∗. In Refs. 47) and 48), systematic
perturbative expansion which has smooth massless limit mg → 0 was developed. As
a result, it was found to be important to solve the Einstein equations partly up to
second order on a short distance scale r . r∗.
§3. Holographic interpretation of the warped compactification
3.1. Effective Einstein equations on the brane
Before we discuss the holographic view of RS-II and KR models based on
the AdS/CFT correspondence, let us study the effective four-dimensional Einstein
equations on the brane in these models.49) As we briefly mentioned in §2.2, a
brane is characterized by its unit normal sM and the induced metric defined as
γMN ≡ gMN−sMsN . We take the convention that the normal sM points in the direc-
tion toward the bulk spacetime from the brane. Another quantity that specifies the
geometry of the brane is the extrinsic curvature, defined by Kµν ≡ −γ Mµ γ Nν ∇MsN ,
which describes how the brane is embedded in the bulk spacetime.
The effective Einstein equations on the brane is obtained by projecting the five-
dimensional equations onto the brane and to the normal. The key equations for this
reduction are the Gauss-Codazzi formula and other formulae for the projection,
γ Mµ γ
N
ν γ
ρ
P γ
Q
λ R
P
MNQ =
(γ)
Rρλµν −KρµKνλ +KρνKµλ , (3.1)
sMγ Nµ RMN = DµK −DνKνµ , (3.2)
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γµMs
P γ Nν s
QRMPNQ = £sKµν +KµρK
ρ
ν , (3.3)
where
(γ)
Rµν and Dµ are the four-dimensional Ricci tensor and the covariant derivative
with respect to γµν , and £s is the Lie derivative with respect to sM . Projecting the
defining equation of the Weyl tensor
CMPNQ ≡ RMPNQ − 2
3
(
gM [NRQ]P − gP [NRQ]M
)
+
1
6
gM [NgQ]PR , (3.4)
into the directions parallel to the brane, and contracting two indices, one can de-
rive an expression for the projected five-dimensional Einstein tensor with the aid of
Eq. (3.1) as
(γ)
Rµν − 1
2
(γ)
Rγµν =
16πG5
3
{
γ Mµ γ
N
ν TMN +
(
sMsNTMN − 1
4
T MM
)
γµν
}
+KKµν −K ρµ Kνρ −
1
2
(
K2 −KρλKρλ
)
γµν −Eµν , (3.5)
where we used the five-dimensional Einstein equation
RMN − 1
2
RgMN = 8πG5TMN , TMN ≡ −Λ5D
8πG5
gMN + (−λγMN + τMN ) δ(y) ,
(3.6)
in which λ and τMN are the brane tension and the energy-momentum tensor confined
on the brane, as before. The coordinate y in the delta function here is that of the
Gaussian-normal coordinates with respect to the brane, in which the five-dimensional
metric is expressed as
ds2 = dy2 + γµνdx
µdxν . (3.7)
(Here, for notational simplicity, we do not put a bar “ ¯ ” to the quantities in the
Gaussian-normal coordinates.) A projection of the five-dimensional Weyl tensor Eµν
in Eq. (3.5) is defined by
Eµν ≡ CMNPQ sMγ Nµ sP γ Qν . (3.8)
To derive the junction condition at the brane, let us rewrite the left-hand side
of Eq. (3.5) using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) as
(γ)
Rµν − 1
2
(γ)
Rγµν = γ
M
µ γ
N
ν
(
RMN − 1
2
RgMN
)
+KKµν −KµρKρν −£sKµν
+
1
2
(
−K2 + 2£sK −KρλKρλ
)
γµν . (3.9)
In the Gaussian-normal coordinates (3.7), the Lie derivative £n reduces to a simple
coordinate derivative ∂y. The terms other than this Lie derivative and the delta
function concealed in the five-dimensional Einstein tensor are all regular on the
brane. Then, integrating Eq. (3.9) along y over an infinitesimal domain y ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ),
we recover Eq. (2.7). This equation is called the Junction conditions for the bulk
metric.50)
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Since Z2-symmetry across the brane demands limy→+0Kµν = − limy→−0Kµν ,
we find that the junction conditions (2.7) reduce to
Kµν −Kγµν = 4πG5 (−λγµν + τµν) , (3.10)
where Kµν is understood as limy→+0Kµν . Using this formula, we can transform
Eq. (3.5) further into
(γ)
Rµν − 1
2
(γ)
Rγµν = −Λ4Dγµν + 8πG4τµν + (8πG5)2 πµν − Eµν , (3.11)
where the four-dimensional cosmological constant and the Newton constant are given
by
Λ4D =
1
2
(
Λ5D +
(8πG5)
4
6
λ2
)
, G4 =
4πG5λ
3
, (3.12)
and
πµν ≡ −1
4
τµρτ
ρ
ν +
1
12
ττµν +
1
8
τρλτ
ρλγµν − 1
24
τ2γµν (3.13)
is the contribution quadratic in τµν . As we can see in Eq. (3.11), a brane observer
sees an effective energy-momentum tensor (6G5/λ)πµν − (8πG4)−1Eµν . Since Eµν
is traceless by its construction, and the trace part coming from πµν term can be
identified with the trace anomaly,51) this effective energy-momentum tensor may
be regarded as the contribution from some conformal fields, which we will discuss
in the next section. References 52) and 53) constructed the effective action on the
brane that derives Eq. (3.11), and argued their relationship with the AdS/CFT
correspondence (for a review see Ref. 54)).
The effective Einstein equations on the brane in the DGP model was studied in
Ref. 55) in detail. The DGP model can be seen as a variant of the RS model with ex-
otic matter whose Lagrangian is the four-dimensional Ricci scalar. Then, the modifi-
cation to the effective Einstein equation only appears in the brane energy-momentum
tensor. For the DGP model, whose brane-localized part of the Lagrangian is
Lbrane =
1
16πG4
R4D − λ+ Lmatter , (3.14)
the energy-momentum tensor on the brane is given by
τµν = −2δLbrane
δγµν
+ γµνLbrane = −λγµν + Tmatterµν −
1
8πG4
G4Dµν . (3.15)
We will immediately obtain the effective Einstein equations for the DGP model by
plugging this τµν into Eq. (3.11) with the bulk cosmological constant being set to
zero. In Ref. 55), this effective equations were used to study various settings in the
DGP model.
3.2. AdS/CFT correspondence in the RS-II braneworld model
In the preceding sections, we introduced the braneworld models that have the
AdS spacetime as the unperturbed bulk spacetime, and surveyed basic properties of
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gravity in these models. In this subsection, we focus on another aspect of these mod-
els, which is the non-trivial correspondence between the classical gravity in higher
dimensions and the gauge theory on the brane suggested from the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence.
In the RS-II model, the brane serves as a boundary of the asymptotically AdS
bulk. Then, naively thinking, it might be possible to apply to this model the
AdS/CFT correspondence, which implies the correspondence between the classical
supergravity and the conformal field theory on the AdS boundary.8), 9), 56)–59) Such
a proposition was firstly made by Refs. 10) and 11), and made more concrete in
Refs. 60)–62).
We review below the discussion of Ref. 61) about the relationship between the
RS model and the CFT on the brane. The AdS/CFT correspondence states that
the supergravity partition function, Z[γ], is related to the generating functional of
connected Green’s functions for the CFT on the boundary geometry, WCFT[γ], as
Z[γ] =
∫
d[g] exp (iSgrav[g]) =
∫
d[φ] exp (iSCFT[φ;γ]) ≡ exp (iWCFT[γ]) , (3.16)
where γµν is the conformally-rescaled boundary metric and φ symbolically represents
the fields contained in the CFT. The supergravity action for the bulk spacetime,
Sgrav, is given by
Sgrav = SEH + SGH + S1 + S2 + S3 , (3.17)
where
SEH =
1
16πG5
∫
d5x
√−g (R+ 2Λ) , SGH = 1
8πG5
∫
d4x
√−γK (3.18)
are respectively the Einstein-Hilbert action for the bulk gravity and the Gibbons-
Hawking boundary term introduced to make the variational problem to be well-
defined.63) When we move the boundary toward the AdS boundary, this SEH diverges
since the volume of an AdS spacetime is infinite. To regularize it, the counter terms,
S1, S2 and S3, are introduced to the gravitational action (3.17). To be more precise,
let us consider the asymptotic AdS metric
ds2 =
ℓ2
z2
(
γµνdx
µdxν + dz2
)
. (3.19)
First, we cut the region with z < ǫ ≪ ℓ from this spacetime. Next, we expand the
gravitational action in terms of the small parameter ǫ. Then, we obtain some terms
that diverge in the limit of ǫ→ 0. The negatives of such terms are given by
S1 =
−3
8πG5ℓ
∫
d4x
√−γ , S2 = −ℓ
32πG5
∫
d4x
√−γ
(γ)
R ,
S3 =
−ℓ3 log ǫ
64πG5
∫
d4x
√−γ
(
(γ)
Rµν
(γ)
Rµν − 1
3
(γ)
R2
)
, (3.20)
and are identified with the counter terms.
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Now, let us consider the RS-II model, whose action is in the current notation
given by
SRS = SEH + SGH + 2S1 + Sm , (3.21)
where Sm is the action of the matter confined on the brane. 2S1 is precisely corre-
sponding to the action for the brane tension 3/4πG5ℓ. Let us construct the partition
function from this SRS. It is given as
Z[γ] =
∫
d[δg]d[φ] exp (iSRS[g0 + δg])
= exp(2iS1[γ0 + γ])
×
∫
d[δg]d[φ] exp (iSEH[g0 + δg] + iSGH[g0 + δg] + iSm[φ;γ0 + γ])
= exp(2iS1[γ0 + γ])
(∫
one-bulk
d[δg]d[φ] exp (iSEH[g0 + δg] + iSGH[g0 + δg])
)2
×
∫
d[φ] exp (iSm[φ;γ0 + γ]) , (3.22)
where in the third equality we used the fact that the RS-II model has two bulk re-
gions which are related by Z2-symmetry with each other. Now, we apply Eq. (3.16)
of the AdS/CFT correspondence, which holds for the regularized gravitational ac-
tion (3.17), to this equation. Firstly, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) imply∫
one-bulk
d[δg]d[φ] exp (iSEH + iSGH) [g0 + δg] = exp (iWCFT − iS1 − iS2 − iS3) [γ0 + δγ] .
(3.23)
Plugging this into Eq. (3.22), we obtain
Z[γ] = exp (2iWCFT − 2iS2 − 2iS3) [γ0 + δγ]
∫
d[φ] exp (iSm[φ;γ0 + γ]) . (3.24)
Remarkably, −2S2 is equal to the four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action. Thus,
the system described by the partition function on the right-hand side is that of the
four-dimensional CFT interacting with the four-dimensional gravity and the matter
described by −2S2 and Sm, respectively. The other term, S3, is the higher-curvature
correction to the theory, and it represents the renormalization scale dependence of
the cutoff CFT.
This correspondence in the RS-II model is an extension of the original AdS/CFT
correspondence in the sense that the former reduces to the latter in the limit of ǫ→ 0.
Namely, the correspondence in the RS-II model is different from the original one in
that the boundary is not sent to the AdS boundary but is determined by the brane
position. The position of the boundary in the bulk corresponds to the UV cutoff
energy scale of the CFT. When we measure the energy scale by the proper length on
the brane, where the warp factor is usually normalized to unity, the UV cutoff energy
scale is ∼ ℓ−1. If we send the brane to the AdS boundary, the cut-off energy scale
becomes higher. However, this shift of the location of the brane can be absorbed by
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the overall re-normalization of the warp factor. Therefore, sending the boundary to
the AdS boundary is equivalent to observe phenomena in the IR limit. Hence, we
expect that this extended correspondence should hold at least for deep IR phenomena
compared with the bulk curvature scale.
3.3. Supporting evidence for the correspondence
Although there is no proof of this extended correspondence in the RS-II model,
there are many pieces of supporting evidence. We show some examples of them
below.
• Garriga and Sasaki64) considered a bulk black hole in the expanding braneworld.
The presence of a bulk black hole naturally induces additional thermal radiation
of CFT to the boundary effective theory. When the temperature is well below
the AdS scale, the entropy of this radiation agrees with the entropy determined
from the area of the black hole in the AdS bulk.
• Duff and Liu65) calculated weakly coupled CFT’s one-loop correction to the
graviton propagator, and found that the Newton potential acquires a correc-
tion suppressed by a factor of O(ℓ2/r2). This correction including its coef-
ficient agrees with that in the RS-II model, Eq. (2.17), which is caused by
five-dimensional gravity in the bulk.15) This coincidence between four and five-
dimensional description was reconfirmed by Anderson et al.66), 67) using vacuum
polarization of various fields around a Schwarzschild black hole.
• Shiromizu et al.51) studied the relationship between CFT energy-momentum
tensor in the four-dimensional point of view and effective energy-momentum
tensor on the brane in the five-dimensional point of view. As a result, the
CFT’s trace anomaly was found to be reproduced in the five-dimensional point
of view from the πµν term in the effective Einstein equations, Eq. (3.13), as
〈T µµ〉CFT = ℓπµµ/4.
• Tanaka68) studied the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker cosmology real-
ized on the braneworld model. It was shown that the effective equations of
motion for four-dimensional tensor perturbation on the brane, which is ob-
tained in the five-dimensional classical gravity picture, agree with those derived
in the four-dimensional CFT picture.
• Grisa and Pujola`s69) constructed solutions of three-dimensional domain wall
localized on the four-dimensional brane in the RS-II model to use it as a testbed
of the correspondence. In the four-dimensional point of view, the domain wall
tension is renormalized due to the CFT’s trace anomaly. They found that this
renormalization of tension is reproduced in the five-dimensional point of view
as an effect of brane acceleration in the five-dimensional bulk.
We also have interesting observations, although they are not the evidence di-
rectly supporting the argument that five-dimensional gravity phenomena is described
by four-dimensional general relativity with CFT corrections. Let us consider four-
dimensional de Sitter spacetime. This de Sitter spacetime is associated with finite
temperature due to existence of cosmological horizon. Das et al.70) considered the
RS model with de Sitter brane, and argued that this de Sitter temperature on the
brane can be reproduced in the five-dimensional point of view from accelerating mo-
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tion of the brane in the bulk. Iwasita et al.25) also studied this model, and showed
that the holographic entanglement entropy in the five-dimensional picture coincides
with the four-dimensional de Sitter entropy calculated from the cosmological horizon
area or from the Euclidean path integral.
Assuming the correspondence to be correct, some attempts to give predictions
about the cosmology realized on the RS model were made. Reference 61) applied
the correspondence to inflating universe and quantum fluctuation of strongly-coupled
large N CFT therein. They constructed an effective action of the CFT applying the
correspondence to the RS model with de Sitter brane. An advantage of this approach
is that the effect of full quantum effect of the matter fields, which is usually out of
reach of perturbative approaches, can be taken into account. From the effective
action, they showed that the tensor perturbation due to the quantum effect is highly
suppressed in short scale. Since any matter field can be expected to behave like CFT
in high energy scale, such a prediction may apply to general matter fields which are
strongly coupled in such regime.
An upper bound on ℓ was given from the production of CFT particles in Ref. 60)
assuming the correspondence to hold, and this bound was re-analyzed later by
Ref. 71) more explicitly based on the five-dimensional gravity picture. They con-
sidered scattering of standard model particles and CFT in the Friedmann universe.
In the five-dimensional gravity picture, the corresponding process is the bulk gravi-
ton emission from the radiation on the Freedman-Robertson-Walker brane. When
the center-of-mass energy of the standard model particles
√
s is much higher than
the AdS bulk energy scale 1/ℓ, those particles will feel the five-dimensional gravity.
Thus, its cross section to emit the bulk graviton will be proportional to G5, and
we may expect the cross section to be σ(s) ∼ G5
√
s from the dimensional analysis.
Multiplying the effective number of the brane matter’s degrees of freedom, we ob-
tain the total cross section. From this cross section, taking into account the redshift
factor properly, one can estimate the energy leakage to the bulk graviton. This bulk
graviton will be seen by a brane observer as “dark radiation” which interacts only
gravitationally with other particles. The dark radiation density ρd, which turns out
to depend logarithmically on the maximum temperature of the universe, has to be
smaller than the bound from the nucleosynthesis. This bound marginally accepts
ℓ ≈ 1mm even if the maximum temperature of the universe is as high as the funda-
mental energy scaleM5. They showed that this energy leakage into the bulk graviton
can be equivalently viewed as the leakage into the large N CFT, and also pointed
out that cosmological implications at high energy scale may depend on microscopic
definition of the correspondence, i.e., the background spacetime, such as AdS5 or
AdS5 × S5, on which we consider the model (see also Ref. 72)).
3.4. Holography in the KR model
Since the KR model can be obtained as a continuous deformation of the RS-II
model, it is natural to expect that the bulk/brane correspondence persists even in
the KR model. Such a view was already taken in the original paper of the KR
model16) and has been investigated in many ways. For example, the “almost zero
mode” in the KR model we mentioned in §2.3 was reproduced in four-dimensional
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point of view as a graviton dressed with one-loop correction of the CFT.73)–76) This
issue is also pursued in Ref. 21), and they interpreted the running of the effective
four-dimensional Planck mass, M24D ∝ 1 + O(1)
(
ℓ
L
)2 R
L , as renormalization group
flow driven by quantum effects of the CFT. In Refs. 17)–20), the realization of the
KR model within the string theory and the AdS/CFT correspondence in such a
system with defects on the AdS boundary are discussed.
Bulk
AdS boundary
CFT2CFT1
Brane
S
2
Fig. 3. A schematic picture of the a confor-
mally transformed section of the KR model
sliced at a time constant surface. The
brane touches the AdS boundary, forming
a S2 boundary between them. CFT1 is liv-
ing on the brane while CFT2 on the AdS
boundary.
In the KR model with a single brane,
there are two boundaries surrounding the
bulk: the brane and the half of the AdS
boundary as depicted in Fig. 3. Then, the
bulk gravity will induce one set of CFT
on each boundary and there will be two
sets of CFT in total. Naively thinking,
each CFT would have distinct bulk re-
gion which is dual to it. In Ref. 77), such
an idea was pursued by considering causal
structure of the bulk spacetime. As a re-
sult of this study, it was realized that the
“holographic domains” of the bulk, which
are the bulk regions corresponding to the
respective CFTs on the boundaries, are
given by the bulk regions divided at the
“throat” of the bulk at which the warp
factor is minimized. Since gravitational
waves can freely pass through this throat
in the five-dimensional description, it is
expected in the four-dimensional picture
that the CFTs on the brane and the AdS boundary communicate each other through
the common S2 boundary. This transparent boundary condition at the common
boundary is found to be essential to reproduce the graviton mass by evaluating the
correction coming from the CFT loop.73), 74)
§4. Black holes in ADD model: Kaluza-Klein black holes
In this and the subsequent sections, we discuss black hole solutions in the
braneworld models. Let us begin with the ADD model, which is the simplest
braneworld model. Since the brane in the ADD model does not have tension, the
black objects in this model are almost equivalent to those in a Kaluza-Klein compact-
ified spacetime. The properties of such black objects have been studied intensively
and summarized in reviews such as Refs. 78) and 79). In this section, we only sum-
marize some points important for discussions in the following sections, and also we
pick up some topics that is not discussed in the above reviews.
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4.1. Black holes escaping into the bulk
One of the interesting predictions of braneworld models with its fundamental
gravity scale at TeV is that small black holes can be created in high energy collisions
of particles at energy scale within the reach of forthcoming experiments.80) When two
particles on a brane collide at a center of mass energy larger than the fundamental
gravity scale with sufficiently small impact parameter, the system will form a black
hole. The black hole formed in this process is small compared with the size of extra
dimensions in the context of the ADD braneworld. Therefore the role of the brane
and the finiteness of the bulk is not relevant in most respects. Properties of such
black holes smaller than extra dimension size are summarized in references such as
Ref. 81). Here we just mention an aspect which is peculiar to the braneworld setup:
escaping black holes from the brane.
After its formation, the black hole will start to emit Hawking radiation partly
into higher-dimensional bulk modes.82) The emission of higher-dimensional modes
will cause the recoil of the black hole into the extra dimensions unless the process is
prohibited by symmetry, e.g., Z2-symmetry in codimension-one case. The interaction
between a small black hole and a brane when the black hole is kicked relative to the
brane was first studied in Refs. 83) and 84). It was pointed out that the black hole
can escape from the brane due to emission of higher-dimensional modes, using a field
theory model in which such a black hole is described as a massive scalar particle with
internal degrees of freedom. If the black hole leaves the brane, Hawking radiation
into the brane modes suddenly terminates and it will leave a distinctive experimental
signature. In Ref. 85) the same problem was studied by investigating the dynamics
of Nambu-Goto branes in black hole spacetimes. This is to be called the probe-brane
approximation, in the sense that the tension of the brane is assumed to be negligibly
small. The results of Ref. 85) confirmed the basic claim in Ref. 83), further suggesting
that the escape of the black hole occurs through reconnection of the brane. A small
piece of the brane attached to the black hole is pinched off from the main body of
the brane. In Ref. 86), these results were confirmed also in a model in which the
brane is described by a domain wall composed of a scalar field. In Ref. 87), the
critical escape velocity was derived by studying the interaction between a Nambu-
Goto brane and a black hole assuming adiabatic (quasi-static) evolution. It was
found that, to lowest order effects in the tension, the critical escape velocity does not
exist for codimension-one branes, while it does for higher codimension branes. These
results can be qualitatively understood by considering the gravitational force caused
by a light brane on a flat background spacetime perturbatively. A codimension-
one brane produces repulsive force while a brane with codimensions higher than
2 makes attractive force. Codimension-two branes are neutral in this test particle
approximation as in the well-known case of cosmic strings in four dimensions, but
finite amount of initial velocity is required to escape when treated in the opposite
limit, i.e., in the test brane approximation.
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4.2. Solution sequences of KK black objects
We consider below the black objects in a KK-compactified spacetime which is
asymptotically Md × S1, where Md is d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. There
are typically two types of black objects in this model: a black string wrapping the
bulk and a black hole localized in the bulk. These solutions can be parametrized by
its mass and length along the KK direction at infinity.
Properties of localized black holes for d = 3 was studied, e.g., in Refs. 88)–
90). For d ≥ 4, numerical solutions have been constructed in, e.g., Refs. 91)–94).
As for analytical approaches, perturbative solutions were constructed by Refs. 95)
and 96) using the matched asymptotic expansion technique, and by Ref. 97) using
special coordinates which interpolate spherical coordinates near the black hole and
cylindrical coordinates at infinity.98)
We also have a black string as another black object in KK spacetime. In the
present setup, black string solutions are given by
ds2 = dy2 + γµνdx
µdxν , (4.1)
where y is the coordinate in the direction of S1 and γµν is any black hole solution
of the d-dimensional vacuum Einstein equations. This solution suffers from insta-
bility when, roughly speaking, the size of the horizon radius becomes smaller than
the length of S1. This instability is called the Gregory-Laflamme instability.99), 100)
A marginally unstable mode arises when the parameters in the solutions are tuned
to the critical values. Existence of such a marginally unstable mode indicates the
appearance of a new branch of solutions. Namely, a solution perturbed in the direc-
tion of the marginally unstable mode will also be a static solution, and the sequence
of solutions will continue to exist to the non-linear level. The solutions in this
new branch will be non-uniform static black strings in this case. The properties of
this non-uniform string was studied from both analytical side101)–103) and numerical
side.103)–105) It was found that, as long as d ≤ 13, this non-uniform black string has
larger mass compared to a uniform black string with the same entropy, and then
it cannot be an endpoint of the Gregory-Laflamme instability in a micro-canonical
ensemble.
The first construction of numerical solutions was done in the following way by
Wiseman,103) based on the numerical technique developed in Ref. 106). A static
metric in axisymmetric five-dimensional spacetime can be expressed without loss of
generality as
ds2 =
ℓ2
z2
(
−T 2dt2 + e2R (dr2 + dz2)+ r2e2CdΩ2) , (4.2)
where r and z are the radial coordinate along the brane and the one in the direction
of the extra dimension, respectively. An advantage of this metric form is that the
two-dimensional part spanned by r and z is only specified to be conformally flat,
and then we may set the locations of both the brane and the horizon to be constant
coordinate surfaces by applying conformal transformation. The Einstein equations
become elliptic partial differential equations for free functions T , R and C, and one
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can solve them with appropriate boundary conditions at the brane, axisymmetric
axis and asymptotic boundary. Solving them numerically by the relaxation method,
solutions for non-uniform black strings were successfully constructed.
This non-uniform black string branch is thought to be connected to the localized
black hole branch in the following manner. As we increase the deformation of a black
string further, a cone-like structure develops where the radius of the black string
shrinks to zero. After this cone-like structure formation, the sequence continues to
the sequence with two isolated segments of the horizon, and this latter sequence
corresponds to the localized black hole branch. Such a topology-changing transition
in the solution sequence was proposed in Ref. 107). Incorporating this topology
change, the phase diagram of black objects in KK-compactified spacetime would
be as shown in Fig. 4. Now numbers of studies, such as Refs. 93) and 94) which
constructed numerical solutions about the entire solution branch, are supporting this
phase diagram, although it is still difficult to resolve the transition numerically.
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Fig. 4. Solution sequences in the braneworld
models with flat bulk. The horizontal axis
denotes the deformation degree of the black
object compared to a uniform black string.
(this figure is taken from Ref. 108)).
Another direction of study about
black string in KK spacetime is to simu-
late its dynamical fate after the Gregory-
Laflamme instability. Reference 109)
showed that it takes infinite affine time
along the horizon for a black string to
pinch off, assuming that any singularity
is not formed on or outside the horizon.
In Ref. 110) it was pointed out that such
pinching off can occur in a finite asymp-
totic time if a singularity is formed on
the horizon. The dynamical simulation of
a deforming black string is pioneered by
Refs. 111) and 112), and recently a new
result was reported which suggests that a
black string shrinks to infinitesimal thick-
ness leaving blob-like black holes.113) The latter simulation also showed that this
pinching process proceeds in a fractal manner, letting the string thinner and pro-
ducing smaller black holes. They found that the time scale of this process is roughly
proportional to local string radius, and then argued that a black string might pinch
off in a finite asymptotic time.
When the extra dimension is not S1 but R2, the issue of finding a brane-localized
black hole solution considerably simplifies since codimension-two objects with tension
can be easily created by introducing deficit angle in an angular coordinate. A black
hole solution localized on a codimension-two brane with tension are given just by
introducing deficit angle to the higher-dimensional Schwarzschild solution.114)
§5. Black holes in RS-II model
Our direct knowledge about black hole solutions in the RS-II model is quite
limited. Hence, in §5.1, we first discuss the black hole solutions in the RS-II model
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applying the bulk/brane correspondence we introduced in §3. By doing so, we will
obtain a prediction dubbed as the classical evaporation conjecture of the brane-
localized black hole. We also discuss some connection to the black objects in the
ADD model, and mention astrophysical constraints on the bulk curvature scale given
by this conjecture. In §§5.2 and 5.3, we summarize studies on the black holes in the
RS-II model and present supporting evidence for the conjecture. We focus on analytic
approaches in §5.2 and numerical approaches in §5.3.
5.1. Holographic predictions
5.1.1. Classical evaporation conjecture of brane-localized BHs
If the duality in the RS-II model works even in the presence of a black hole, an
interesting implication about its time evolution will be obtained as follows.115), 116)
Starting point of the argument is the properties of a four-dimensional black hole in
the brane point of view. In the bulk/brane correspondence in the RS-II model, a
large number of degrees of freedom of the quantum field theory (QFT) of O(ℓ2/G4)
couple to the four-dimensional gravity. Such QFT degrees of freedom open a channel
for the four-dimensional black hole to radiate its energy as the Hawking radiation
very efficiently.117) Then, that four-dimensional black hole will shrink and cannot
remain static.
Since we are assuming the bulk/brane correspondence to hold, a five-dimensional
counterpart of this shrinking four-dimensional black hole must exist. The point is
that the bulk/brane correspondence indicates that this process should be described
not by a quantum effect but by a classical dynamics in the five-dimensional picture,
and the five-dimensional counterpart should be a classical black object in the bulk.
Naively thinking, such a five-dimensional object will be a five-dimensional black
hole localized on the brane, since it is a natural object to form as a consequence of
a gravitational collapse on the brane. If so, according to the correspondence, the
five-dimensional brane-localized black hole cannot be static and it will continuously
reduce its area of the intersection with the brane as a result of classical dynamics.
We do not know much about such a dynamical process in five-dimensional clas-
sical gravity, but a warped black string solution gives us some implications. As
mentioned earlier, the metric
ds2 = e−2|y−y+|/ℓγµνdx
µdxν + dy2 , (5.1)
is a solution in the RS-II model, if γµν is a solution of four dimensional vacuum Ein-
stein equations. When we take the Schwarzschild metric as γµν , we obtain a warped
black string solution.118) Although the induced metric on the brane is identical to
the Schwarzschild black hole, this metric cannot be interpreted as the static final
state formed after gravitational collapse on the brane because the solution is singu-
lar in the sense that the Kretschmann invariant increases indefinitely in the bulk.
Moreover, the radius of the black string shrinks as we move away from the brane
exponentially with the typical length scale ℓ, although the length of the black string
is infinitely long. Therefore it suffers from the Gregory-Laflamme instability119) in
the region where the horizon radius is smaller than O(ℓ).
From this observation on a black string, one may expect that the brane-localized
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4D BH Contracting 4D BH
Classical 5D BH
Fig. 5. Schematic view of the conjectured “classical evaporation” process of a brane-localized black
hole. The intersection of the five-dimensional black hole and the brane will be seen by a
brane observer as a four-dimensional black hole with quantum correction. Decrease in the
four-dimensional black hole area due to the Hawking radiation would be realized in the five-
dimensional perspective by the deformation of the brane-localized black hole horizon into the
bulk.
black hole will take a similar form to the black string chopped where the radius
becomes O(ℓ). Then, since the radius and the length of such a black object will be the
same order at the tip, we may speculate that some instability similar to the Gregory-
Laflamme instability continues to occur at the tip of this five-dimensional black hole.
As a result of instability, a clump of horizon, almost pinched off from the main part
of the horizon (see Fig. 5), will be formed. Then, the clump will fall into the bulk
due to the acceleration a = (log
√−gtt),y ≈ 1/ℓ acting universally in the bulk in the
direction from the brane to the bulk.120) Such a deformation of the five-dimensional
horizon in the bulk will decrease the four-dimensional intersection between the black
hole and the brane, even though the total area of the five-dimensional black hole is
not decreasing. As a result, an observer on the brane will see a four-dimensional black
hole with diminishing area. This horizon deformation will be the five-dimensional
counterpart of the four-dimensional black hole evaporation. This phenomenon is
termed as classical evaporation of the brane black hole by Ref. 115).
Some authors consider that the black string is one example of a static quantum
corrected black hole.121) As the induced metric on the brane is exactly identical to the
four-dimensional Schwarzschild solution, there is no room for the QFT contribution
to the energy-momentum tensor in this case. The authors of Ref. 121) claims that this
feature is due to strong coupling of the CFT, that is, some confinement mechanism
will emerge as a result of strong-coupling effect, and hence the number of effective
QFT degrees of freedom around black holes will be not O(N2) but O(1). This
reduction of degrees of freedom is assumed to be triggered by the curvature effects.
Their idea is that the presence of small amount of curvature is sufficient to let
most of QFT degrees of freedom inactive. If it is really the case, the effects of KK
gravitons perturbatively derived on a conformally flat background, which includes
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the Friedmann universe, will be drastically changed once we take into account small
gravitational wave perturbation. Then, many phenomena described as supporting
evidence for the correspondence in §3.3 will show discontinuities between the cases
on an exactly conformally flat background and on a slightly perturbed one from it,
which we think quite unlikely.
There are also some other possibilities such as
• the bulk/brane correspondence does not hold in the presence of black holes
localized on the brane, and static solutions of them exist, or
• the bulk/brane correspondence does hold, but strongly coupled CFT behaves
like exotic matter. As a result static solutions can exist.
If the former is the case, it would be interesting to study on the necessary condition
for the correspondence taking into account many examples of the correspondence we
have found so far. If the latter is the case, it will be a very interesting problem to find
the reason for absence of the Hawking radiation. One possible mechanism to stop
the radiation is formation of heat-insulating wall composed of QFT. If such a wall
really forms, there must be some mechanism to make the thermal conductivity to be
small since the AdS/CFT correspondence predicts very large thermal conductivity
in general.122), 123) Another possibility is that the four-dimensional black hole on
the brane is largely deformed from an ordinary Schwarzschild black hole and the
radiation is suppressed by that. Ref. 124), which discusses brane black holes charged
up by contribution of the bulk Weyl tensor, may be relevant to considerations in this
line. These issues are still open and deserve to be studied further from many aspects.
5.1.2. Solution sequences
Here, we would like to consider the phase diagram of the five-dimensional black
objects both in the ADD and RS models in a unified manner.108) The RS-I model
can be smoothly deformed from the ADD model, by gradually increasing bulk cos-
mological constant and brane tension. The RS-II model can be obtained by sending
the negative tension brane to the infinity in the RS-I model. Thus, the phase dia-
gram of the solution sequences in these models should be also smoothly connected.
The first question to raise is how the phase diagram of black objects discussed in
§4 is modified when we turn on a negative bulk cosmological constant. A black
hole floating in the bulk is accelerated due to the warped bulk, and thus it can-
not be static in general. If the black hole is sufficiently small, it can float near the
positive tension brane statically by balancing the gravitational attraction from its
mirror image on the other side of the brane and the acceleration due to the warped
bulk. The attraction from the mirror image will not be larger than ∼ 1/R, where
R is the black hole size, while the acceleration due to the bulk is 1/ℓ. The for-
mer becomes too small to compete with the latter when R & ℓ. Hence, we have a
maximum size for a floating black hole solution in the RS model. When its size is
larger than that, a black hole will necessarily touch the brane and become a brane-
localized black hole. Therefore, when the radius of the black hole is larger than O(ℓ),
floating black holes as well as localized ones in Fig. 4 are localized on the brane.
This means that there are two branches of localized black holes for the same mass.
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Fig. 6. Hypothesized solution sequences for
the RS-I model (This figure is taken from
Ref. 108)).
This situation may look a little unnatu-
ral. If we assume that there is no static
localized black hole solution larger than
O(ℓ) also in the RS-I model. Then, to be
compatible with this assumption, the re-
connection of the sequences as shown in
Fig. 6 should take place: the two different
sequences of a non-uniform black string
will be connected to each other forming
a loop, while the sequence of a localized
black hole is merged with that of a float-
ing black hole.
Now, the case of the RS-II model is
obtained by taking the IR brane to infinity in the RS-I model. Since the wavelength
of the lowest Gregory-Laflamme instability mode is infinitely long in this limit, the
solution sequences for the non-uniform black strings will disappear from the solu-
tion phase diagram. As a result, only the sequence of a brane-localized black hole
with/without a maximum size will remain in Fig. 6/Fig. 4. Such a phase structure
Fig. 6 is consistent with the classical evaporation conjecture.
5.1.3. Evaporation time scale and astrophysical constraints on ℓ
Here, we study the evaporation rate of a black hole of mass M due to the
Hawking radiation through a single quantum field. Since the Hawking radiation
is approximated by black body radiation at the temperature T = (8πG4M)
−1, its
radiation flux is given by F = π2T 4/60. Multiplying the black hole horizon area A =
4π(2G4M)
2, we obtain the mass loss rate M˙ as M˙ = −(15360πG24M2)−1 ≡ −C/M2.
Solving this relation, we find that the black hole mass varies as M(t) = (−3Ct)1/3.
Then, the evaporation time tevap of a black hole with mass M is estimated as tevap =
M3/3C = 2.10 × 1067 (M/M⊙)3 years, where M⊙ is the solar mass. It implies that
only the black holes lighter than 10−19M⊙ ∼ 1011kg can evaporate within the Hubble
time, H−1 ∼ 1010 years. If we take into account the degrees of freedom of the
strongly-coupled CFT, which is given by N2 ≈ πℓ2/G4 = 2.36 × 1060 × (ℓ/14µm)2,
the radiation power is multiplied by 15N2×(3/4) and the evaporation time is altered
to∗)
tCFTevap = 7.91 × 105 ×
(
14µm
ℓ
)2( M
M⊙
)3
years = 155 ×
(
1mm
ℓ
)2( M
M⊙
)3
years .
(5.2)
We adopted 14µm as the normalization of ℓ, which is the current upper bound on ℓ
obtained from table-top experiments.129)–131)
∗) If we omit the “strong-coupling” factor 3/4 from the number of degrees of freedom, we obtain
tCFTevap = 5.93 × 10
5
×
(
14µm
ℓ
)2 (
M
M⊙
)3
years = 116 ×
(
1mm
ℓ
)2 (
M
M⊙
)3
years ,
which coincide with the values given in Ref. 125). It is suggested that, however, we should include
the factor 3/4 when we consider a finite temperature system.126)–128)
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The evaporation rate of the same order of magnitude can be explained also in
the five-dimensional picture assuming the Gregory-Laflamme-type instability at the
tip of the horizon.115) Namely, such instability will create blobs of horizon of the
size ℓ3 within dynamical time scale G4M , and then the five-dimensional horizon
area ∼ M2ℓ will decrease as ddtM2ℓ ≈ ℓ3/G4M . This implies M˙ ≈ ℓ2/G4M , which
coincides with the four-dimensional estimation of M˙ .
Equation (5.2) relates the lifetime of a black hole with the bulk curvature scale
ℓ. Thus, if we could give a lower bound on the lifetime of a black hole, we can
translate it to the upper bound on ℓ. Since the typical black hole life time according
to Eq. (5.2) is very short in the cosmological sense, we have a good chance to obtain
an extremely stringent upper bound on ℓ if it really holds. One problem is that
it is difficult in general to measure the life time or its mass loss of a black hole
observationally.
Some attempts to give bounds on ℓ using this conjecture were made by Refs. 132)
and 133). They focused on X-ray binaries, and estimated evaporation rate of the
black holes from change in orbital periods of the binaries. In this way, they obtained
a bound ℓ . 0.132mm. Another approach was given in Refs. 134) and 135), in which
the age of a black hole was estimated from observations of its host globular cluster.
They claim that they could give a bound ℓ . 0.003mm, though there are many subtle
issues in the observations and the logic they used to obtain this bound. Recently,
Ref. 136) suggested a possibility that gravitational wave observations using LISA on
the event rate of the extreme mass ratio inspirals or the detection of a single galactic
black hole binary may give an upper bound ℓ . 20µm. Reference 137) focused
on correction to the gravitational waveform due to the black hole evaporation and
usage of gravitational wave observatory such as DECIGO138), 139) or BBO140) which
are capable of detecting 105 neutron star/black hole binaries per year. It was shown
that statistical analysis using them can give an upper bound ℓ . 0.33µm after 5
years of observation.
5.2. Analytic approaches
We summarize analytic approaches to the black hole solutions in the RS-II model
and the bulk/brane correspondence about it in this section. We first mention the
exact solution in the lower-dimensional model in §5.2.1, and then introduce pertur-
bative approaches and near-horizon analysis in §§5.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively.
5.2.1. Exact solutions in lower-dimensional model
There is no known analytic solution of a black object in the five-dimensional RS-
II model, except for the black string.118) However, in the lower-dimensional RS-II
model with AdS4 bulk and (1 + 2)-dimensional brane, exact solutions of brane-
localized black holes do exist.141)
The exact solutions are constructed from the AdS C-metric, whose metric is
given by
ds2 =
ℓ2
(x− y)2
[
−Fdt2 + dy
2
F
+
dx2
G
+Gdϕ2
]
, (5.3)
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F = y2 + 2µy3, G = 1− x2 − 2µx3, (5.4)
with µ ≥ 0. The coordinates in this metric can be assimilated to ordinary polar
coordinates (r, θ) by y ∼ r−1 and x ∼ cos θ. As shown in Fig. 7, the brane is located
at x = 0. An important property of this solution is that the extrinsic curvature of
the x = 0 hypersurface is the induced metric multiplied by 1/ℓ. Therefore, cutting
the solution and gluing it with its copy, we obtain a surface that satisfies the required
junction conditions. Thus, one can regard this plane as a (1 + 2)-dimensional brane
with constant tension.
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Fig. 7. Range of coordinates of the four-
dimensional brane-localized black hole.
The range of the coordinate x is
bounded by x∗, the unique positive real
root ofG(x) = 0. The boundary at x = x∗
corresponds to the axis of ϕ-rotation. Re-
quiring the regularity on the axis, the pe-
riod of the angular coordinate ϕ is fixed
as
∆ϕ =
4π
|G′(x∗)| . (5
.5)
Notice that ∆ϕ ≤ 2π and the equality
holds for µ = 0. The black hole hori-
zon is located at y = −1/2µ. The AdS
boundary and the acceleration horizon of
the Poincare patch is given by x = y and
y = 0, respectively. If the brane is re-
moved, this solution describes an accelerating black hole solution pulled by a cosmic
string in asymptotically AdS spacetime.142), 143)
This exact solution, however, is different from a brane-localized black hole in the
five-dimensional RS-II model in many regards:
• The induced geometry on the (1 + 2)-dimensional brane, which is given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2µℓ
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2µℓ
r
)
dr2 + r2dϕ2 , (5.6)
does not resemble a solution in three-dimensional gravity, in which a massive
source can create only a locally-flat conical geometry. The appearance of a black
hole solution in the present setup is really a four-dimensional phenomenon, and
it may be attributed to the quantum effect of CFT in the dual language. The
effective energy-momentum tensor derived from the geometry induced on the
brane, which is given by
Tµν ≃ − 1
8πG3
Eµν , Eµν =
µℓ
r3
diag (1, 1,−2) , (5.7)
is consistent with the one generated by CFT fields with O (πℓ2/G3) degrees of
freedom115), 116) in the spacetime with a deficit angle.
• The asymptotic geometry at large radii (y → 0) varies depending on the values
of µ. If we send y to 0 so as not to hit the acceleration horizon, it should
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go to the point y = 0 = x. Around this point, the apparent µ-dependent
terms in the metric (5.3) are all irrelevant. However, the difference of ∆ϕ from
2π persists. Therefore it is clear that the asymptotic structure significantly
changes depending on µ. This feature is not expected in the five-dimensional
RS-II model.
• Similarly, one can also compute the Kretschmann invariant of the C-metric to
be given by
RµνρλR
µνρλ =
24
ℓ4
+
48µ2 (x− y)2
ℓ4
. (5.8)
The first term is the contribution of the bulk cosmological constant, and it coin-
cides with the Kretschmann invariant of pure AdS4 spacetime. The second term
is the contribution of the black hole. The latter vanishes on the AdS boundary
x = y, but does not on the acceleration horizon y = 0, having dependence on
the azimuthal angular coordinate x. This property of remaining Kretschmann
invariant on the acceleration horizon is not expected in the five-dimensional
RS-II model. In the five-dimensional case, one can tell the expected form of the
Kretschmann invariant from the Green’s function given in Eq. (2.18). It it easy
to show that the Kretschmann invariant decays in proportion to z−2, vanishing
everywhere on the acceleration horizon.15) The presence of deformation beyond
the acceleration horizon would mean that the boundary condition of the prob-
lem is different for different µ, which implies that the quantum state might be
also different from the standard one in the QFT picture. Although this view-
point has not been widely accepted, we suspect that this will be the reason why
the Hawking radiation is absent in this spacetime in the dual picture, if the
black hole evapolation conjecture is correct.
Before moving on to the next topic, let us make comments on some related works.
Ref. 144) found linearized equations for conformal scalar, Maxwell and massless Dirac
fields on this background become separable. Using this property, they studied quasi-
normal modes for those fields, and found that their radial part coincides with that
for four-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes while angular part is modulated due
to existence of the brane. There were also some attempts to generalize the solution.
In the solution construction explained above, the brane tension could be detuned by
changing the parameters of the background C-metric. In this way, exact solutions of
black holes in the KR model with asymptotically AdS brane were constructed.145)
Another way of generalization is to modify the way of slicing the C-metric with brane.
Such an idea was pursued by Anber and Sorbo,146) and they constructed solutions
which can be interpreted in the four-dimensional perspective as a time-dependent
CFT lump around a conical singularity or two particles sustained by a string.
5.2.2. Perturbative approach
Another analytical approach to the brane-localized black hole is the perturbative
approach, which applies for small mass black holes.
• Matched asymptotic expansion:
First example of perturbative solutions were constructed by Karasik et al.147), 148)
When the black hole is small enough compared to the bulk curvature scale, the
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spacetime near the black hole will be well approximated by a five-dimensional
Schwarzschild black hole solution. They perturbed this solution taking ǫ, the
ratio of Schwarzschild radius and the bulk curvature length, as a small parame-
ter. The effect of brane tension can be taken into account at the first order in ǫ,
and the bulk curvature effect arises only at the second order. They succeeded
in constructing a perturbative solution in the near-horizon region to the linear
order in ǫ, and matched it to the perturbative solution in the asymptotic region
far from the source.
• Accelerating black holes in AdS spacetime:
Another perturbative approach was made by Kodama,149) which focused on
solutions describing accelerating black holes in the AdS spacetime.
In this study, the gravitational field around a semi-infinite string gravitational
source was solved perturbatively on the background of AdS spacetime. As a
result, solutions which describe black holes accelerating in asymptotically AdS
spacetime were successfully obtained.
Then, as a next step, it was assessed whether brane-localized black hole so-
lutions in the RS-II model can be constructed by cutting those accelerating
black hole solutions, in a similar way with the exact solution construction in
the lower-dimensional model.141) The results are:
– When the bulk dimension is five or higher, the perturbative solutions cor-
responding to an accelerating the black hole sourced by a constant tension
string along the symmetry axis do not admit slicing with a vacuum brane.
– When the bulk dimension is four, it is possible to slice the accelerating
black hole solution with a constant tension brane even when the tension
of the string source is non-constant. It indicates that the perturbative
solutions of a brane-localized black hole may have degrees of freedom of a
one-dimensional free function.
If the latter is the case even in the non-linear regime, it means that the black
hole uniqueness does not hold in the RS model, at least in the four-dimensions.
The author gave an explanation to this breakdown of the uniqueness from the
holographic point of view: The Einstein equations suffer from higher-derivative
correction (see Eq. (3.24) and below), which is the quantum correction due to
the CFT, and then the uniqueness is violated by them.
5.2.3. Near-horizon analysis
It is generally difficult to construct exact solutions of black objects. The problem,
however, can be simplified for extremal horizons, focusing on the near-horizon region
due to symmetry enhancement. Such a near-horizon analysis of an extremal horizon
was established by Ref. 150), and the uniqueness of the near-horizon geometry was
shown. This analysis method was applied to the brane-localized black hole study in
Ref. 151).
The recipient of the analysis is a brane-localized black hole which is made to be
extremal by gauge fields on the brane. Since the surface gravity has to be constant
on the event horizon to maintain its regularity, the event horizon in the bulk must be
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extremal if it is extremal on the brane. Focusing on this five-dimensional extremal
horizon, they successfully constructed the near-horizon geometry of an extremal
brane-localized black hole of an arbitrary size. They confirmed that the near horizon
geometry of the four-dimensional solution on the brane approaches the ordinary
Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) black hole in the large black hole limit and evaluated
explicitly the leading deviation from the RN black hole. This analysis is interesting
since, though the solution is given only in the near-horizon region, this is the only
analytic construction of a brane-localized black hole solution other than that in the
lower-dimensional model141), 145) we mentioned in §5.2.1. The extension of this near-
horizon analysis to the KR model case was argued by Ref. 152).
Note that this near-horizon analysis does not guarantee that a static solution in
the entire bulk does exist. It will be interesting to confirm the existence of such a
static solution, though we probably have to resort to numerical technique similar to
Refs. 106), 153)–155) to construct it.
5.3. Numerical approaches
In this section, we summarize numerical approaches to the issues of brane-
localized black holes in the RS-II model. After mentioning some approximative
approaches in §5.3.1, we explain the current status of numerical solution construc-
tion in §5.3.2.
5.3.1. Approximative approach
Since direct approaches toward numerical solution construction is rather difficult,
some approximative approaches for solution construction have been developed. One
of such approximative approach was discussed in Ref. 156). Their trick is to use
a known exact black hole solution for the bulk spacetime metric, and consider the
brane trajectory on such a background. One of the background bulk spacetime they
used is the five-dimensional AdS Schwarzschild spacetime. Since this bulk does not
admit vacuum brane slicing, they put some matter on the brane to force the brane
to be static. In this way, they constructed a static solution of a brane-localized black
hole in the RS-II model with some artificial matter on the brane.
Another approach is to relax the static condition. By requiring the system to
be only momentarily static, instead of being completely static, we can find a vac-
uum brane slicing on the AdS-Schwarzschild bulk only by solving a set of ordinary
differential equations. Such a solution might inherit some properties of static solu-
tions. Static solutions should be contained in the whole set of momentarily-static
solutions, and we may expect that a solution with maximum entropy in a whole set
of momentarily-static solutions to is a static solution. Based on this idea, Ref. 157)
studied the properties of momentarily-static solutions of brane-localized black holes.
Although the investigated momentarily-static solutions were very limited, the results
were consistent with the classical black hole conjecture of the brane-localized black
holes. An extension of this approach to the KR model was discussed in Ref. 158).
5.3.2. Direct approach to the solution construction
First attempt of numerical solution construction was made by Kudoh et al.153), 154)
based on the numerical technique explained in §4. Solving a set of three elliptic equa-
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tions numerically by the relaxation method, solutions for small static brane-localized
black holes were successfully constructed. However, their numerical code failed to
find solutions with the horizon size larger than ∼ 0.2ℓ. Kudoh154) applied this nu-
merical technique to the brane-localized black holes in six-dimensional RS-II model,
and constructed solutions whose size is as large as ∼ 2ℓ.
This numerical analysis was re-analyzed by Yoshino.155) The improvements are
in the choice of coordinates and variables as well as in the accuracy of numerical
differentiation. In Ref. 153), they used the coordinates (ρ, ξ) defined from Eq. (4.2)
by
r = ρ sinχ , z = ℓ+ ρ cosχ , ξ = χ2 . (5.9)
The angular coordinate ξ was employed to eliminate terms proportional to 1/ sin2 χ,
which becomes singular on the axis of rotational symmetry, from the equations.
Reference 155) used coordinates (x, χ) defined by x ≡ log(ρ/ρhorizon) instead. χ was
chosen to increase the number of data points near the axis, and x was introduced
to let the asymptotic boundary, at which the metric is set to coincide with the
unperturbed RS model, much further compared to Ref. 153). One drawback of
this choice is the re-appearance of singular term ∝ 1/ sin2 χ. In Ref. 155) these
singular terms were eliminated as far as possible by choosing appropriate linear
combinations of the free functions R and C as variables to solve. About the accuracy
of differentiation, Ref. 153) used a scheme with second-order accuracy while Ref. 155)
used one with fourth-order accuracy in the bulk and third-order on the boundaries.
As a result of this numerical analysis, in Ref. 155) Yoshino claimed that he
observed “nonsystematic error”, which is the error distinct from systematic numerical
errors due to, e.g., finite grid size or finite distance between the asymptotic boundary
and the black hole, and it dominates when the asymptotic boundary is moved toward
infinity. Based on this observation, it was guessed that even small static brane-
localized black holes may not exist. Ref. 159) studied brane-localized black holes
charged with respect to a Maxwell field on the brane, and achieved similar results
for non-extremal black holes. However, we think that the results in Ref. 155) are
not inconsistent with the existence of small static black holes. When the grid size
is reduced, the error reported in Ref. 155) looks always diminishing for any fixed
location of the asymptotic boundary.
Note added: After finishing this review, a paper by Figueras, Lucietti and Wise-
man appeared.160) The paper uses numerical technique based on a version of Ricci-
flow equation to solve the static Einstein equations,161) and reports that there is a
static black hole solution attached to the AdS boundary with the induced metric
is conformal to four-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole. This means that CFT
coupled with four-dimensional gravity does not radiate even if there is a black hole
at the leading order of 1/N expansion. Numerical results of their subsequent paper
implies that this solution is smoothly related to brane-localized black hole solutions
in the RS-II model.162)
Here we explain our tentative understanding of this result. The result shows
that the energy density of CFT increases near the horizon to the level comparable to
the radiation fluid composed of O(N2) degrees of freedom at the Hawking temper-
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ature. In this sense one may say that the pressure of CFT cloud is in balance with
the pressure of the Hawking radiation from the black hole horizon. This increase of
energy density near the horizon could be expected to some extent by extrapolating
the energy density around a point particle, which behaves like ∝ N2rg/r5, where rg
is the gravitational radius of the point particle. Near the horizon, it blows up to
N2/r4g ≈ N2T 4BH . The behavior of the CFT cloud around a point particle, which
is similar to that for their black hole solution in asymptotic region, however, is far
different from radiation fluid. The pressure is comparable to the energy density,
decaying proportional to 1/r5, but it is not isotropic at all. Tangential pressure is
negative and 3/2 times bigger in magnitude than the radial one. The force balance
in the radial direction is established essentially between the radial pressure gradient
and the tension in the tangential directions. We should note that all of these fea-
tures can be understood also in terms of the language of weakly coupled CFT. Such
CFT contribution to be attributed to the vacuum polarization caused by spacetime
curvature would be distinguished from thermal component as in the case of dark
radiation. In the latter case one can freely change the amplitude of CFT energy
density, and it seems to behave like radiation fluid.
Many new questions arise to obtain a consistent picture to understand the be-
havior of strongly coupled CFT. The evidences previously supporting the black hole
evaporation conjecture as mentioned in this section might be now in conflict with
the existence of static black hole solutions. The arguments were mostly based on
the analogy of the weakly coupled CFT or radiation fluid. We need to clarify which
part of the analogy breaks down.
§6. Black holes in other braneworld models
6.1. Black holes in KR model
In the KR model, the geometry on the brane is AdS4. Let us firstly remind
basic properties of black holes in equilibrium with radiation in asymptotically AdS
spacetime. The negative cosmological constant of the AdS spacetime exerts con-
tracting force to fields in it. In other words, the effective gravitational potential
rises up to infinity at the AdS boundary, and it effectively plays as a bounding box.
Then, a quantum black hole in the asymptotic AdS spacetime can be in thermal
equilibrium with its Hawking radiation since the emitted radiation is trapped by
this gravitational potential well. Furthermore, it is known that black holes larger
than the curvature scale of AdS spacetime have positive specific heat and thus they
are thermodynamically stable. In contrast, black holes smaller than AdS curvature
scale evaporate completely without reaching thermal equilibrium. This implies that
there is a phase transition between thermal AdS phase at low temperature and the
AdS black hole phase at high temperature. Such phase transition in the canonical
or micro-canonical ensemble is known as the Hawking-Page transition.163)
Keeping in mind the above-mentioned properties of black holes in asymptotically
AdS spacetime, let us consider the implication of the bulk/brane correspondence on
brane-localized black holes in the KR model. (What we consider here seems to
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be different blanch of solutions that can exist also in RS-II setup. In that case
the energy density of CFT vanishes at infinity and is far from the thermal one.)
First of all, the bulk/brane correspondence implies that there should be a large
static brane-localized black hole as its five-dimensional counterpart. It also predicts
that there should be some transition in the bulk spacetime which is dual to the
Hawking-Page transition. Such a possibility was firstly considered in Ref. 164),
which claimed that the bulk counterpart of the Hawking-Page transition is given by
the transition between thermal AdS5 phase and the five-dimensional AdS black string
phase. Since the projection of the AdS black string solution onto the brane is four-
dimensional AdS Schwarzschild spacetime, this five-dimensional phase transition is
quite in parallel to that in four dimensions.
A five-dimensional black string in AdS spacetime, however, requires infinite en-
ergy to be produced from the thermal bath since the black string extends to the AdS
boundary and the horizon area and the mass diverge there.∗) Such an infinite energy
input is possible in a canonical ensemble with a fixed temperature, but impossible
in a micro-canonical ensemble with a fixed total energy. In the actual dynamical
gravitational collapse, the amount of energy that can be used is limited. Hence,
formation of infinitely long black string is prohibited.
Another scenario of the transition in five dimensions was proposed in Ref. 108)
taking the following points into account.
• The holography implies the existence of a static brane-localized black hole larger
than the four-dimensional bulk curvature scale on the brane.
• Since the KR model can be obtained by smooth deformation of the RS model,
i.e., by decreasing the brane tension, the phase diagram of black objects in the
KR model must be smoothly connected to that in the RS model.
• Since black string solutions cannot be obtained with a finite amount of energy,
they are not included in the phase diagram of solutions as long as equilibrium
states in the micro-canonical ensemble are concerned.
To consider the bulk black holes in the KR model, let us first examine properties
of a particle placed in the bulk of this model. It is convenient to introduce the
coordinates given by
ds2 = dy2 + ℓ2 cosh2 (y/ℓ) ds2AdS4 , (6
.1)
where ds2AdS4 is the metric of AdS4 with unit curvature. The particle placed in the
bulk will feel acceleration due to the bulk cosmological constant, and its value will
∗) Gregory et al.165) focused on the fact that a black string has a finite minimum radius at
the “throat” of the bulk. If the horizon radius on the brane is larger than the four-dimensional
AdS curvature length, the minimum radius in the bulk is larger than the five-dimensional curvature
length and then the black string does not suffer from Gregory-Laflamme instability. Therefore they
considered that the black string is the stable final state of gravitational collapse on the brane in this
case. The effective energy-momentum tensor of the QFT derived from the induced metric is obvi-
ously proportional to the induced metric. Namely, the QFT contributes only to the renormalization
of the four-dimensional cosmological constant. They also computed the energy-momentum tensor
due to QFT in the weak coupling approximation, and confirmed that it is not proportional to the
metric at all. They interpreted this discrepancy to be the effect of strong coupling. However, we
think that black string cannot be the final state after gravitational collapse on the brane.
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be given by a = (log
√−gtt),y. Then, the effective gravitational potential due to the
warped bulk geometry will be given by
Ueff = log
(√−gtt) = log{ℓ cosh(y
ℓ
)}
. (6.2)
In addition to that, the gravitational attraction between the particle and its mirror
image will also contribute to the effective potential. The total effective potential for
a small particle in the bulk will be schematically as shown in Fig. 8. This effective
potential will have two extrema at which the small particle can stay at rest: a stable
minimum at the “throat” of the bulk and an unstable maximum near the brane.
U ( y )
y
s t a b l e  e q u i l i b r i u m  p o i n tx
y = 0
u n s t a b l e  e q u i l i b r i u m  p o i n t
x
y = y b
Fig. 8. Effective potential for a small parti-
cle in the KR model bulk. (This figure is
taken from Ref. 108).)
Now we will consider black hole solu-
tions in the bulk. When the black hole is
sufficiently small, it will be approximated
simply by a point particle. Then, the effec-
tive gravitational potential for this small
black hole will be similar to that for a point
particle shown in Fig. 8. Corresponding
to the two extrema in the effective poten-
tial, there will be two solutions for such a
small black hole for a fixed mass, and thus
there will be two sequences of solutions of
a floating small black hole. One sequence
represents a black hole staying at the un-
stable maximum near the brane, and the
other represents the one staying at the stable minimum at the “throat” of the bulk.
D i s t a n c e  f r o m  
t h e  U V  b r a n e
l a r g e  l o c a l i z e d  B H
s i z e
Fig. 9. Proposed phase diagram of the black
hole solution sequences in the KR model.
To get a perspective on the entire so-
lution sequences, let us consider what will
happen when we increase the black hole
mass. First, we study a black hole at the
unstable maximum. Since that black hole
is sustained by gravitational attraction
from its mirror image behind the brane,
its properties will be similar to those of
a floating black hole in the RS-II model
(see §5.1.2). Next, we study a black hole
at the stable minimum, which is located
at the “throat” of the bulk. Such a black
hole will sit there until it becomes suffi-
ciently large to fill up the region between
the “throat” and the brane. Increasing
further the black hole mass, the black hole
will touch the brane and then it will be-
come a brane-localized black hole. We
summarize the latter solution sequence
deduced from the above consideration in Fig. 9.
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Let us consider further how the solutions in the latter sequence look like on the
brane and the stability of those solutions in the five-dimensional point of view. When
the black hole larger than the bulk curvature scale is floating near the “throat” in
the bulk, the temperature of the black hole increases as we increase the mass of the
black hole. (Notice that the surface gravity of an AdS black hole increases as its
mass becomes bigger when the size is bigger than the AdS curvature length.) In
the four-dimensional dual picture, the energy-momentum tensor due to QFT will be
approximated by that of radiation fluid with a large number of degrees of freedom in
thermal equilibrium at the black hole temperature, and hence the energy density will
increase as the black hole becomes bigger. At some critical size, the bulk black hole
will touch the brane. The intersection of the five-dimensional black hole with the
brane will be observed from a brane observer as a four-dimensional black hole associ-
ated with surrounding radiation. Such a configuration with a large five-dimensional
black hole and a small four-dimensional intersection looks unstable. By increasing
the five-dimensional black hole size further, the size of the four-dimensional black hole
will become larger than the four-dimensional AdS curvature scale. In this regime,
the solution will look like the black string solution truncated at around the “throat”.
Such a five-dimensional black hole with a large four-dimensional intersection will be
stable.
Assuming the bulk/boundary correspondence, we can estimate the physical pa-
rameters at the critical points. Firstly, the size of the five-dimensional black hole
when it touches the brane is estimated as follows. When the five-dimensional black
hole touches the brane, the temperature at the touching point will diverge since local
temperature is proportional to the red-shift factor 1/
√−gtt. In the four-dimensional
dual picture, this configuration would be described by self-gravitating radiation fluid
whose density diverges at the center. Properties of such radiation fluid star in asymp-
totically AdS spacetime was studied by Ref. 166), and it was shown that such a star
with singular central density has entropy of O (G−14 ℓ1/2L3/2). This entropy should
coincide with the five-dimensional entropy S ∼ A5/G5 ∼ A5/ (ℓG4) if the bulk/brane
correspondence holds. Assuming so, we find that the five-dimensional black hole area
and the five-dimensional black hole radius at this critical point to be A5 ∼ (ℓL)3/2
and r5DBH ∼ (ℓL)1/2, respectively.
Next, we estimate the size of a large brane-localized black hole at the transi-
tion of stability. Again, in the dual four-dimensional picture, a black hole is sta-
ble when its mass becomes comparable to the total radiation energy around the
black hole, N2T 4L3 ∼ G−14 ℓ2L3T 4. Then, the critical temperature will be given by
T ∼ (ℓ2L3)−1/5, where we usedM ∼ (G4T )−1 assuming T ≪ L−1. Then, the critical
mass and horizon radius will be given by M ∼ G−14 (ℓ2L3)1/5 and r4DBH ∼ (ℓ2L3)1/5,
respectively. This r4DBH will be the critical radius of the intersection of the brane
and the brane-localized black hole. In Ref. 167), the above estimates were con-
ducted more explicitly in the four-dimensional point of view using radiation fluid
approximation, taking into account the back reaction to the geometry.
These expectations about the solution sequences was studied in Ref. 158) from
the five-dimensional point of view. In this work, time-symmetric initial data of five-
dimensional black hole floating in the bulk of the KR model was constructed, and
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Table I. Gravitational field of mass M in the DGP model clarified by a perturbative analysis.
rg ≪ r ≪ r∗ four-dimensional Schwarzschild solution for mass M
r∗ ≪ r ≪ rc solution interpolating four and five-dimensional solutions
rc ≪ r five-dimensional Schwarzschild solution for mass M
its properties, such as thermodynamic stability or effective energy density profile
induced on the brane, were studied. The results basically supported the arguments
presented above based on the bulk/brane correspondence.
Note Added: Here we assumed that the black holes are in thermal equilibrium
with the CFT cloud. This expectation might be wrong from the fact that there are
brane-localized black hole solutions in RS-II model, which are not in equilibrium in
the sense that the asymptotic energy density of CFT vanishes. However, even in
that case one can argue that local pressure balance between the black hole radiation
and the surrounding cloud is satisfied. Furthermore, the existence of the sequence
of solutions discussed in this subsection is naturally expected from the consideration
in five-dimensional gravity side without relying on the bulk/brane correspondence.
6.2. Black holes in DGP model
The perturbative analysis of gravity in the DGP model requires a special care
since a naive perturbative expansion around a pure four-dimensional solution breaks
down in the short scale r≪ r∗. Thanks to some studies, it was noticed that it is the
brane bending which becomes non-linear in this range, and that the perturbative
analysis can be accomplished only by taking the second order perturbation with
respect to the brane bending at least when matter source is sufficiently smoothed
out. This analysis indicates that the gravitational field around a source of four-
dimensional mass M is roughly given as summarized in Table I.
A perturbative analysis, however, does not apply to general matter source and
breaks down especially in region r ∼ rg where the solution will become non-linear.
To investigate the gravity in this region, we have to solve the Einstein equations
non-perturbatively to construct a black hole solution. This direct approach is not
accomplished so far.
An approximative method that simplifies the problem is to introduce an ad-hoc
metric ansatz. Such an attempt was done in Ref. 168) and approximate solutions
including the region r ∼ rg were obtained. Using another ansatz −gtt = 1/grr on the
brane, the authors of Ref. 169) extracted a closed equation of the lapse function on
the brane from the full Einstein equations. By solving this equation, they fixed the
induced metric and a part of extrinsic curvature on the brane. The difference of their
result from the perturbative result summarized in Table I is in the long range region
r ≫ r∗. Their solution converges into a five-dimensional Schwarzschild spacetime
not with M but with a screened mass M (rg/rc)
1/3.
An alternative approach to study the gravitational field in the DGP model is
to use the shockwave solutions, which describes a gravitational field induced by a
particle on the brane moving in a relativistic speed. One advantage of this approach
is that exact solutions in the entire bulk can be obtained by rather simple analysis.
This analysis showed that the interpolation between four-dimensional behavior in
short scale and five-dimensional one in large scale does persist even in the presence
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of dynamical gravity generated by Planckian scattering of particles.170), 171) This
approach may provide a new window to non-linear gravitation in the DGP model.
§7. Summary and outlook
In this review, we introduced basics about representative braneworld models
and their gravitational properties, and summarized current understandings about
black hole solutions in those models. Perturbative gravity is well understood in these
braneworld models, but black hole solutions are less known yet. In particular, explicit
numerical construction of solutions in the models with a warped extra-dimension
such as the RS model and the KR model is still very limited. We therefore invoked
arguments based on the bulk/brane correspondence in braneworld models, to predict
the features of black hole solutions in such models.
The primary interest in this context would be to prove the bulk/brane corre-
spondence in braneworld models, which seems difficult to accomplish in a formal
way, though. The bulk/brane correspondence in braneworld naively predicts classi-
cal evaporation of a brane-localized black hole in the RS-II braneworld model. This
prediction, however, very recently seems to be denied by a beautiful numerical study
by P. Figueras, J. Lucietti and T. Wiseman, although further confirmation by in-
dependent calculation is wanted. The solution they have provided indicates that
CFT can be in equilibrium with a black hole without emitting Hawking radiation at
the leading order of the so-called large N expansion. This proves that this field of
research is still very active, and that this review is really written in the middle stage
of rapid growth. We hope that this review provides a guide for further development.
Studies of black holes in the modified setup, such as braneworld models with
bulk Gauss-Bonnet term or the DGP braneworld model, would be also very fruitful,
though such studies are rather limited at this moment compared to those for the RS
model. It would be interesting to study the properties of black hole solutions or the
holography in these modified settings, too.
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